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I Introduction.

The art museum has been established as a prominent and important building type [. . .] They are places for
collecting, exhibiting and conserving. They are places for research, education, contemplation, introspection,
and enlightenment. They are public forums and places for social interaction and outreach. They are considered
sacred places – a place for the preservation of memory and the transmission of the best of mankind.
(Self 2014, p. Vii)
This critical research paper is the outcome of both extensive research and studio based reflective practice relating to the contemporary art gallery. The purpose is to serve as a vehicle
for inquiry and hypothesis; to indicate possible further research and to further the critical discussion about the gallery as a space for spatial experiences. The interrelationship that exists
between gallery space, work in-situ and the user, is a discussion that has been under critique
since the latter half of the twentieth century. This research paper will discuss wider associations and contexts about the gallery space but will focus towards a discussion on experiential
viewing. Key precedents that have extensively informed ideas and shaped a continual dialogue
with the gallery will be critically engaged with alongside theoretical paradigms. Through both, I
have aimed to extend an understanding of those who have worked with artistic processes and
methodologies within the gallery space and will show how in turn this has supported my own
practice. The point of this critical research paper is not to discuss the gallery as a fundamental
subject to make a design solution possible. Nor is its sole purpose to critique the physical architecture of art galleries and museums of the twentieth and twenty-first century. Some parts of
this may be discussed contextually when looking at the institutional critique and the work that
arose out of the sixties and seventies.
The practice explored examines both extending the temporary and the notion of memory. Studio
work has been developed from an active discussion and response to both gallery space and
exhibited works. This in relation to personal engagement and spatial experiences, has been
explored through the concept of walking and constructing a narrative. Walking, as a practice
to uncover and explore, runs parallel with the theoretical ideas discussed by Michel de Certeau
in his essay ‘Practice of everyday life’ (2002, pp. 91-111). His theoretical observations on the
productive and consumptive activity inherent in daily life have been influential and will be referenced both within my own practice and within the ideas of others (some of which will be
discussed). Certeau’s discusses both conscious and subconscious ways of exploring and acting
within the city, however, in relation to my own practice these ideas and activities have been
brought into the gallery as an environment to engage with.
1

Group of contemporary galleries. The Three in London designed by Architects Caruso st
John will be made reference to in
this research paper
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The Gagosian Galleries1 in London were identified as both active and accessible sites that would
support my research and practice. Initial work was explored with visits to all three London sites,

but project progress identified a focus onto just one. The Britannia Street site became a focus
due to a singular body of work being present throughout the duration of study. This critical
research paper will therefore centre around this site and encompass the exhibition present at
the time of research, Richard Serra’s ‘Sculptural works’ {Figure 1}.
2

My practice sets out to communicate my personal experience explored during these site visits
and the perception and memory of Serra’s Sculptural works ‘NJ-2, Rounds: Equal Weight, Un-

2

American minimalist sculptor
known for working with largescale assemblies of sheet metal. His work draw attention to
sculpture’s potential for experience by viewers in both physical
and visual terms.

equal Measure and Rotate’ that were exhibited between October 1st, 2016 – April 13th, 2017.
Through multiple visits I intend to obtain an increased awareness and become more diligent
about this relationship that deals with the bodily experiences associated with 1960’s minimalist
sculptures. Temporality as a context will be discussed both theoretically and in practice as I respond to each visit through varied documentation with time playing a an factor in the duration
of the current work in situ and the duration of each of my visits.
When outlining or referencing that of the institutional critique, it is important to note that this
is not in direct relation to the Gagosian as per an architectural case study. It is also important to
acknowledge that Gallery3, Museum4 and Institution5 are all key terminology, that may be ac-

3

knowledged in conjunction with my own research and in reference to that of others. Although

A room or building for showing works of art (Oxford dictionary)

definitions may provide individual clarity and distinct characteristics, this in no way should con-

4

fuse nor impact the purpose of the research and practice discussed in this paper.

Museum: A building in which
objects of historical interest are
store and exhibited

5
Institution: A society or organization for promotion of activity.
The building used by this
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Figure 1.

Richard Serra: Equal weight
unequal measure (2016)
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II Gallery.

Before discussing the gallery, visits undertaken and the experience of encountering Richard
Serra’s work, it is important I define the context of the gallery as an entity. A space that has
ideologically developed as much as the work situated within it. The gallery has been challenged
and critiqued as a space for the presentation and engagement of artwork with a discussion
opening up about perception, experience and function. The spatial experiences now available
within the gallery have come out of this critical study between audience, artist, artwork and
space.
The history of Modern Art can be ‘correlated with the changes in the gallery space, and in the
way that the audience sees it’ (O’Doherty, 1999 p.14). The spatial developments and archetypal
model that the modernist gallery became changed the context and perceptive values of what
was displayed within. The gallery became a focal point, ‘where we see not the art but the space
first’ (O’Doherty, 1999 p.14) and by the turn of the 19th century, an architectural ideology of
the art gallery had become established. Devoted to aesthetics the values of the ideal gallery
removed itself from the outside world and created a stoppage of time with a decluttering of
internal space present. Consisting of White walls, clean cut floors and artificially lit ceilings, the
modernist gallery had become a place of systematic systems. Objects on plinths framed the
space and held a status, whilst paintings/pictures hung on walls started to be removed from
their individual frames that created new internal dialogues with the space. As the gallery continued to define the framed meaning and set its spatial conditions, the aesthetics of hanging was
very much a convention of the modernist gallery. The ideological nature of the gallery space
created, now inevitably impacted upon its contents.
Towards the late 1950’s, Minimalism arrived with its post-war aesthetics, expanding the simplicity of the art gallery. As the work become subject to a reductive process and removal of identity,
so to had the archetypal gallery reach a level of removal and elitism. It became an exclusive
space with an exclusive audience, filled with rare objects and difficult for many to comprehend.
‘Never was a space, designed to accommodate the prejudices and enhance the self-image of
the upper middle classes’ (O’Doherty, 1999 p76.) flourishing with art that was of pure material
value. The audience, almost seen as an intruder of the gallery space, taking the form of unaesthetically arranged objects. The gallery had become a space intended to showcase work to
6

First appeared in Artforum
(1976). Concerned with the
complex and sophisticated
relationship between economics, social context, and
aesthetics as represented in
the contested space of the art
gallery

construct a dialogue, but with whom?
Brian O’Doherty’s 1976 essay ‘Inside the White Cube’6 (1999, pp. 14-95) analysed the aesthetic
context of the gallery space and its relationship between art and audience, questioning ‘what
is art?’ Exploring the ideological state of the gallery space sanctioned by modernism and its
adverse effects on both art, perception and experience.
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Was it indeed the status and perceptive values of the gallery that gave the work a similar level
of prominence?
[…] In an exhibition by William Anastasi at Dwan in New York in 1965. {Figure 2} He photographed
the empty gallery at Dwan, noticed the parameters of each electrical outlet, the ocean of space in the middle.
He then silkscreened all this data on a canvas slightly smaller than the wall and put it on the wall. Covering
the wall with an image of that wall delivers a work of art into a zone where surface, mural, and the wall
have engaged in dialogues central to modernism. (O’Doherty 1999, p 34)
This constituted a new level of conversation between art work and space and the audiences’
perceptive experience evolved. O’Doherty goes on further to discuss the after effect which Anastasi’s work had on the space: that the presence of the work very much remained after it was
de-mounted. If the audiences’ perception of the wall changed due to the context of Anastasi’s
work, this suddenly sparks further questions. If Anastasi’s canvas exceeded this continuum,
beyond the work being dis-mounted, then was there a necessity to produce the canvas in the
first place? Could the sheer observation of the existing wall not have been considered art? At
a time where the context of the gallery portrayed all that was in it as art, ‘where [a] standing
ashtray becomes almost a sacred object, just as the firehose in a modern museum looks not like
a firehose but an aesthetic conundrum’ (O’Doherty, 1999 p.15), was the production of an ‘art
object’ required?
The correlation of both art object and space here becomes an interesting point; when discussing viewing experiences and at the time of Anastati’s work at the Dwan gallery, there was an
analysis of perception and a critique of the spaces that involved viewing and experiencing art.

007 008

Figure 2.

William Anastasi: Wall, Ceiling, Floor (1965)
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III Presence.

During the 1960’s Minimalism expanded the notions of perception within art and the formal
models of current Modernism. Reflecting on the current contextual conditions of art, Minimalism set out to replace the singular aesthetically-driven object with heightened viewing expe7

American artist associated with
minimalism. Known as one of
the most important theoreticians
through such seminal writings as
“Specific Objects” (1964)
8

American artist and writer.
Made important contributions
to the development of performance art, minimalism, land art,
the Process Art movement and
installation art

9

The idea of non-places derives
from the Michel
de Certeau’s Invention of
the Everyday. Volume On (1974)

riences. Subject and the status of subject was what artists including Judd7, Morris8 and Serra set
to break away from. The current normative values of modernist culture were to be repositioned
with a shift in the objects’ relation to both audience and actual space. Space was also redefined as
place9 and within the context of the gallery, both object and space worked in tangent developing
a perceptual experience. It is important at this point to understand the definition of Minimalism10 in relation to this research paper before discussing the criticism it received. Let it also be
clear that this paper will not attempt to conclude other arguments but will outline developments
of minimalism theoretically. In 1967 art historian and critic Michael Fried termed minimalism
as literalist art in his essay ‘Art and Objecthood’ (1998, pp. 148-172). Fried argued that Minimalism rejected modernist forms of painting and sculpture and that instead of the viewers
experiencing “presentness” within the work, they were trapped within a theatrical situation
(Peltomaki, 2014 p.27). The scale of minimalist sculptures became a determining factor that
provided this heightened perceptive relationship and gave these objects their presence. It is this
relationship to ‘human scale in which Minimalism referenced and was referred to as anthropo-

10

Introduced by Richard Wolheim. Refers to the reduction
in execution and challenged
the modern aesthetics defined
through their simplification of
material, form and shape

morphism’ (Fried, 1998 p. 157) that critics argued over the bodily sculptures’ as being on stage
and therefore Fried making his reference to the work situating itself with theater and not art.
Critic Claire Bishop refers to this ideology of presence in a critique on installation art:
as we walk around a minimalist sculpture, two phenomena are prompted. Firstly, the work heightens our
awareness of the relationship between itself and the space in which it is show – the proportions of the gallery,
its height, width, colour and light; secondly the work throws our attention back onto our process of perceiving
it – the size and weight of our body as it circumnavigates the sculpture. (Bishop, 2005 p. 53).
It is indeed the literal aspect of theses sculptures and their association with non-art, non-object
and non-expressive materials that embarks these perceptions onto its audience. Another distinguishing feature and one that critics argued against Minimalism was its association to time
in real space. As discussed previously the gallery until now had remained a timeless capsule
with the work within it having no relation to real time. Minimalism exposed this element of
time and the temporality and very much shared its space and time with the audience. These
heightened levels of perception were only in existence whilst confronted and within the shared
environment of minimalist sculptures and so the viewing experience could become marked by
this time-frame or duration. This repositioning of the object/viewer relationship as a situation
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or environment that addressed real-time provoked new criticism and questions surrounding the
gallery. Was the gallery a restriction and factor in the presence and experience of art? Daniel
Buren’s 1970 essay ‘Function of the Museum’ 11 (2011, pp. 103-105) discussed the aesthetic role
that the current art gallery took, in that it was a space that supported an effective frame for the

11

Discusses the roles that the
gallery has and the impact in
relation to social contexts

work inscribed within it.
[t]he Museum/Gallery instantly promotes to “Art’ Status whatever it exhibits with conviction, i.e., habit,
thus diverting in advance any attempt to question the foundations of art without taking into consideration the
place from which the question is put.12 (Buren 2011, p. 103)
It was clear that the gallery was under criticism as an institution. It still had perceived notions of
exclusivity with its singular led place of function. This prompted critical debates about the development of viewing experiences, engaging artists with the material conditions of the gallery
and its ideological framework. This popularised a time where the role of the gallery would shift
and where notions were no longer about the isolated art, but about the structure of the gallery
itself. This private/public role in which the gallery had founded was to be broken down and the
gallery was to become challenged about becoming a space beyond looking and one of spatial
experiences. Experience became a presenting factor, dealing with the sense, mind and bodily
relations that were part of this phenomenology of perception. This culmination of created environments and situations developed spatial conditions that attempted to expand viewers field
of vision beyond just looking.
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Privileged place with a triple
role:
1. Aesthetic. The museum is
the frame and effective support
upon which the work is inscribed/composed. it is at once
the center in which the action
takes place and the single (topographical and cultural) viewpoint
for the work.
2. Economic. The museum gives
a sales value to what it exhibits,
has privileged/selected. By preserving or extracting it from the
commonplace, the museum promotes the work socially, thereby
assuring its exposure and consumption
3.Mystical. The museum/gallery
instantly promotes to “art” status whatever it exhibits with conviction, i.e, habit, thus diverting
in advance any attempt to questions the foundation of art without taking into consideration the
place from which the question is
put. The museum (the gallery)
constitutes the mystical body of
art.

IV Conduct.

The role of experience within the gallery space and moving beyond passive spectatorship refers
back to the work of William Anastasi. Was it indeed the conventions of the current gallery that
proposed the artistic production of an ‘object’ for the space? In this case, the silk-screened canvas replicating the wall it was mounted upon. Here the viewer remained at a singular point of
view where the objects lines up with the surrounding space it mimics. It was to be considered
that these coexisting elements be addressed and that the viewing conditions obtained by the
gallery or what went on within the gallery space should also involve questioning the physical
qualities of the space. It is this subject of visual culture and experiencing the gallery that my
initial body of work set out to explore.
Part of this practice involved visits to the Gagosion sites. The purpose of these visits was to
carry out a personal, spatial observation and it was important to have no prior knowledge that
would impact on my experiential preconceptions. The visits were set out to explore the physical
space and, to a degree, to attempt to disregard the current work exhibited. Acknowledging the
ideology of Minimalism and the development of viewing situations, it was taken into consideration that potentially the work situated within the space {in particular the sculptures of Serra}
could impact on my experience. If criticism over literalist work tells me anything, it is that as the
beholder within these spaces, I will be confronted by the objects and be aware of their presence.
Walking through and around these gallery spaces it was clear that the spatial characteristics
played an important part in the overall aesthetic and indeed in the exchange of ideas and perception in relation to the artwork. At the time of the initial visits, each gallery was exhibiting
a collection of the following: ‘Drawing’ [Davis street] ‘Painting’ [Grosvenor Hill] ‘Sculpture’
[Britannia street]. Engaging with each space the gallery walks and observations were an attempt
to gain a closer spatial experience and a dialogue with the physical space. Observations of the
architectural materiality, spatial organization and my own movements and visual interests were
all part of the initial study {Figure 3}.
The white cube ideology that arose out of modernism and played its part in the spatial development of the gallery is still very prominent. The analytical frame that O’Doherty discusses is
visible, ‘a space that subtracts from the artwork leaving it isolated from everything that would
detract its own evaluation’ (O’Doherty, 1999 p.14). The white walls naturally attempt to play
a part in maintaining the attribute of timelessness within the gallery space that neutralize the
mind. What comes out of this spatial aesthetic is self-definition and evaluation based on our
own consciousness. Having walked around the gallery’s, the everyday walls and floors started to
depict content and grew in importance as I continued to carry out these observational studies
{Figure 4}. This content, the very architectural fabric and structures that I am starting to consider as art, those junctions and details found within the walls and floors, the thresholds into
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Figure 3.

Dan Fardell: Photograph of Gagosian Gallery Britannia Street
(2016)

Figure 4.

Dan Fardell: Photographic observational studies (2016)
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each space, the exposed services on the ceiling reminded me of Anstasi’s canvas piece. I was
no longer viewing a replicated image like that at the Dwan Gallery, I was experiencing the real,
a physical space bound by the time I spent viewing them. The gallery was in full show and all
I needed for self-satisfaction was the freedom to walk around and explore the everyday. My
routes were rarely governed by the work although naturally they seemed to follow a path from
one space to another.
Critically thinking about the spaces, I started to question further the gallery as an institution
and the associated behaviors and conduct that the present audience obeys. Gaining the most
out of the individual timed visits and ensuring that I did not find myself at the exit before I
had really taken in anything. Each of the gallery spaces were different in scale with the smallest
being a singular space that referenced more as a window gallery for public passers, again differing the viewing experience. The scale of the internal spaces certainly had an impact on my
own conduct, and whilst walking around the spaces a constant personal comparison was made
between my body, the space and the objects that I was attempting to disregard. As mentioned
previously it was difficult to avoid the physical presence of Serra’s sculptures. Being the only
work that impeded within the floor and therefore restricted the freedom of my walking routes.
The scale of these sculptures very much related to the scale of the space creating a developed
in-situ response {something that minimalists worked towards with acknowledging site, space
and place} and yet the reference to the human body was illusive. Fried discusses that this phenomenon; with the ‘increased scale of the minimalist objects comes the subject of distancing,
between both space and object and object and beholder’ (Fried, 1998 p. 153). The volume of
these objects’ is not just relating to their physical size and distance required to view them, but
also their psychical impact. When discussing this relationship of scale between object and beholder Fried discusses
For the space of the room itself is a structuring factor both in its cubic shape and in terms of the kind of
compression different sized and proportioned rooms can effect upon the object-subject terms. That the space
of the room becomes of such importance does not mean that an environmental situation is being established.
The total space is hopefully altered in certain desired ways by the presence of the object. It is not controlled in
the sense of being ordered by an aggregate of objects or by some shaping of the space surrounding the viewers.
(Fried 1998 p. 154)
Each of the spaces within their own variation impacted on my conduct. The bodily presence
of the sculptures reminded me of my own personal presence depicted my movements through
the space and in particular around the work again referring to Fried’s discussion of distance
which at times wasn’t available. The study of some of the drawings again challenged by viewing
Transitory
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Figure 5.

Dan Fardell: Gallery
Conduct booklet (2016)
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conditions, looking at work that depicted weight yet I found myself studying these up-close and
personal. Fried discusses that the work appears to question and exist for the individual even
if they are not actually alone with the work and in my observational studies and visits this was
very clear of the experience I had taken away. The work did indeed have an audience, and that
throughout my visits I was as the beholder constantly confronted by the work that imposed a
situation. The photographic evidence and notes that I collected from the visits were reflected
upon and led to the production of two publications. The first exposed ideas about gallery
conduct {Figure 5}, observing and challenging the conventions of our current behavior and
considering how the work had altered these viewing experiences. The second was a collective
narrative on the qualities of each space from entering the gallery to viewing outwards and beyond into the removed external world {Figure 6}.
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Figure 6.

Dan Fardell Anecdotes of the
Gallery booklet (2016)
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V Experience.

Towards the late sixties artists begun to address what critics discussed as the ‘singular passive
viewer’. Viewing experiences where sculpture was concerned expanded beyond these associated norms of viewing. The evolvement of the viewing experiences within the gallery started to
consider bodily forms and sensory experiences that until this point had only considered perception. Providing these viewing experiences expanded the audiences’ relationship with both the
artworks and their environments. Centered around altering the viewing relations between audience and the gallery environment, artists tended to direct the audience away from the artworks
and towards the viewing of space. This outburst at an experiential level, which critics claimed
was not central to the viewers’ response to the work encouraged an influx of artists, not all of
whom can be discussed. However, the work of Michael Asher is to be examined and critically
discussed. Michael Asher deals with ‘the structural analysis of other signifiers within minimal13
Loosely refers to the type of
art into which the viewer physically enters, and which is often
described as ‘theatrical’, ‘immersive’ or ‘experiential’

ism outside of perception as phenomenology’ (Foster, 1996 p. 43). His installations13 produced
from the late sixties moved beyond this new idea of audience perception. They challenged the
definition of artwork as an object, transforming the encounter into a temporary spatial experience. Installation art was breaking down the gallery conventions and paradigms. The crucial
developments in Minimalism had led to this critique of spaces of art. The self-contained object
was replaced with a nod towards the use of the entire space. These spaces were treated as single
situations which the viewer entered focused on first-hand experience.
For his 1970 Pomona College installation, Asher reshaped the existing gallery with a new set of seamless
interior walls that formed two triangular rooms, intersecting at their apex. This reconfiguration of the gallery
space might have made viewers aware of spatial relationships between the shape of the new space and the
environmental conditions of natural light, temperature, and ambient sound, all of which filtered into the
gallery directly from the street through the doorway that Asher opened by removing doors for around-the-clock
access. (Peltomaki 2014, p. 28)
What the Pomona installation {Figure 7} did was to engage and challenge the audience with
the material preconceptions of the existing gallery space. This constituted an almost self-reflective exercise where the audience becomes a critic questioning wider surrounding viewing
experiences. For the first time, perhaps, the hierarchical role had been reversed. The experience
became more about the learning of self rather than the proclaimed artist. Asher had removed
the presence of art objects and directed the audience entirely onto the space. It is important to
recognize that Asher’s installations had introduced both the audience, the space and the aspect
of the temporal. O’Doherty described the gallery as being untouched by time and that ‘the
art exists in a kind of eternity of display, yet there is not time’ (O’Doherty, 1999, p. 15). Prior
to the effects that Minimalism had on the perceptual experience, the gallery suffered from an
eternal time lapse.
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Figure 7.

Michael Asher: Installation at
Pomono College (1970)
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Asher’s works were ephemeral and temporary, bound by the duration of the exhibition. Within
the context of the gallery and the realms of new bodily spatial experiences, artists were attempting to explore the production of both sensory environments and sculptural viewing conditions. Minimalist sculpture had taken a critical turning point in heightening the bodily experience perceived by the viewing audience however Asher’s works differed still by disregarding the
work as ‘dealing with environments but with situations and was clear about his dis-association
in the manipulation of perception’ (Peltomaki, 2014 p. 28). Asher did not intend on creating
spaces that still isolated the audience from normative gallery conventions, and claimed others
were still using the gallery as a backdrop. His installations were to connect sensory with social.
In a term coined by Victor Burgin as situational aesthetics these works were impermanent modes
of art that emphasized the experiential.
Further installation works including the Claire Copley Gallery {Figure 8} continued using both
space and time to play its part in the bodily relations between gallery and audience. One unique
characteristic of Michael Asher was the identifiable elements used within his installations. Both
recognizable and relatable to the audience, he used the materiality of the gallery and its components to create these situational works. Testing the grounds of bodily spatial experience, it is
interesting to consider the physical and spatial effects of what the contemporary gallery space
has on us.
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Figure 8.

Michael Asher: Installation at
the Claire Copely Gallery (1974)
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VI Memory.

Out of my initial site visits came a discussion about memory when presenting the recorded
information back to tutors and peers. The routes that I had mapped out onto the gallery floors’
were starting to depict a narrative, one that removed all existing information and isolated the
individual steps taken throughout each of the spaces drawn as a singular linear form. These
routes became trajectory lines that were then transformed into three dimensional structures
that started to expand on an idea of place, time and memory {Figure 9}. Within the gallery
there is a space between image and audience or object and audience and it was this space between that I started to consider the most intimate part of my experience. How I was moving,
where and what I was looking at, how I was feeling were all considerations and questions whilst
interacting and engaging within the space dealing with perception and presence.
This socially engaged practice lends itself to a discussion around interaction and participation
and an opportunity to engage in visits to gallery spaces that created open-ended and uncertain
experiences. Walking as an artistic practice shifted myself from the passive spectator to the active spectator and materialized out of research into the Conceptual artists of the 1960’s whose
ideas begun to consider alternative processes as a means of presentation and incorporated
instructional led and text based work. Alongside this philosopher Michel de Certeau whose
writings surrounding the practice of everyday routines and activities as a means for creative endeavors i.e.: waking, would bring together both conscious presence and encounters within the
spaces. The trajectory lines were considered a mapping operation and process of my movement
that developed into the framing of a physical space. Once presented as models, the structures
as interventions were criticized over a barrier being created and that they devised restriction. In
this instance, they are relatable to Michael Ashers 2008 Santa Monica Installation {Figure 10}
where Asher reconstructed the wall studs that echoed the forty-four previous exhibitions that
had occupied the space. This process of re-mapping these layouts presented to the audience a
new physical structure, that was governed by the memory of previous exhibits. The installation
as an experience dealt with both new perceptual transformations as well a narrative being present. Critics of Asher’s installation associated the structure with experiential qualities and that it
presented a combination of ‘the bodily, social and discursive facets of the viewing experience’
(Peltamaki 2010, p.64).
You entered the space and signed a waiver, and then found yourself confronted by the armatures’ bars. You
could move to left or go forward, but from there on in there was no obvious route to follow: it was labyrinth
without a centre. For the larger viewers, it became quite uncomfortable to squeeze through the gaps and step
over the ridges on the floor. Some walls were close by others, elsewhere space opened up unexpectedly; moving
from end to end of the museum felt relentless. . . . Sometimes you thought about imprisonment; but most of
all was the illusion that you were walking through a hall of mirrors. (Peltamaki 2010, p.64)
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Figure 9.

Dan Fardell: Process shot of
developing spatial routes and
three-Dimensional trajectories
(2016)

Figure 10.

Michael Asher: Installation, Santa Monica Museum of Art (2008)
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Re-visits to each site were further analyzed and it was taken upon myself considering the direction of my current practice that the Britannia Street gallery exhibiting Richard Serra’s Sculptures become a site in focus. To enable the audience to understand the individual perception of
the space and the associative qualities of Serra’s sculptures, the exploration and production of a
14

Conceptual artist whose minimal gestures of his work reveal
a pinpoint accuracy based on the
measuring systems of distances,
spaces, and routes
15
American conceptual artist
who Stripped art of personal
emotion, reducing it to nearly
pure information or idea and
greatly playing down the art object
16

Artist who works predominantly with sound and sound installations; especially a form she
calls audio walks.

narrative was considered. Conceptual artists Stanley Brouwn14 and Joseph Kosuth15 alongside
works by Janet Cardiff16 {Figures 11-13} started to provide me with a further expansion on the
potential of storytelling environments and meaning through text and language and how this
could embody both experience and memory. The production of a narrative would enable me
to address the viewing experiences related to Serra’s sculptures that were an integral part of this
spatial perception.
Studying the mapping process carried out by Cardiff and looking at narrative theory, this
seemed a logical way of constructing my own narrative {Figure 14} that read as a reflective
passage depicting a personal experience in relation to time and place. As the Gagosian gallery
approached the closure of the Richard Serra exhibition, the narrative would be used as a testing
ground to inform the audience of what was and would be exhibited as part of my interim show
body of work {Figures 15-16}. Communicating my subjective experience and focalization on
the perceptive and experiential qualities of the gallery walk, its purpose was to provide a strong
impact on the reader that would simultaneously capture all of those points raised earlier when
walking around the space. The narrative would attempt to give the reader a mental map of the
experience that hopefully allows them to ‘spatially reconstruct a concrete concept that describes
a specific place where things are or, in temporal terms, where things happen’ (Fischer-Nebmaier
2015, p. 14).
To include engagement within the gallery and to open the audience up to the ideas surrounding
experiential viewing conditions, the narrative was presented on a weighted steel sculpture, with
reference to Serra and was a take-away document allowing the reader to engage with the narrative at their own pace. This allowed the work to move beyond a passive viewpoint where the
text remained stationary. The sequence of interaction and experiential qualities of the Gagosian
Gallery discussed within the narrative misalign themselves with the physical space the audience
is occupying. This would potentially appear unfamiliar and disorientating to the audience,
where reading, walking and looking becomes combined with studying space as experience. The
impact being the audiences approach to the environment and introduce a shift on their perspective and dialogue with physical space.
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Figures 11-13: (Clockwise)
Stanley Brouwn: 1M x 1M
(1993), Joseph Kosuth: Clock
one and five (1965), Janet Cardiff: Alter Bahnhof video walk
(2012)

Figure 14.

Process shot of mapping out the
gallery walk (2017).
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Figures 15-16.

Dan Fardell: You’ll never know
(2017)
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VII Conclusion.

The better new work takes relationship out of the work and makes them a function of space, light and the
viewers field of vision. The object is but one of the terms in the newer aesthetic. It is in some way more reflexive, because one’s awareness of oneself existing in the same space as the work is stronger than in previous
work, with its many internal relationship. One is more aware than before that he himself is establishing
relationships as he apprehends the object from various positions and under varying condition of light and
spatial context. (Bishop 2005, p. 56)

The term theatrical that Fried makes reference to when critiquing minimalism also has close associations with the term installation. Here the advancement within both theory and practice have
culminated as one and a discussion involving the beholder is a definitive area within my work.
The 1960’s shift towards experience initiated these new conditions and developed experiential
environments and situations that were beyond traditional viewing. Bishop here makes reference
to Installation Art as to the creation of a situation in which the viewer regards the work, spatial
conditions and themselves as a singular totality and that ‘the literal presence of the viewer is
arguably the key characteristic of installation art’ (Bishop 2005, p. 6). This perspective on spectatorship and the beholder is something that my practice initially explored, studying the spatial
conditions within the gallery and the experience of Serra’s sculptural works. The development
into working with the entire space as to record an experience arrived with my own narrative
being written which contextually shifted my own work into the re-construction of these viewing experiences. To further situate my practice in relation to heightening viewers awareness, the
construction of an installation {Figures 17-18} is proposed that deals with the physical. Bishop
also deems the word installation to now describe ‘any arrangement of objects in any given
space’ (Bishop, 2005, p. 6) and that our awareness of these objects’ will create a presence.
My work will construct a complex relationship with the audience that will structure and reflect
the experience of walking around the Gagosian Gallery. The term presence within minimalistic
sculpture has significant considerations to scale and the relationship to the human body. The
work will frame the space with parts of the installation suspended at heights relating to my
own measurements (waist/eye line). Key extracts of the narrative You’ll never know will be included
within the installation referencing movement (directions), sight (texture/colour etc.) and emotions
(senses/body weight) {Figure 19}. This composition of objects stripped down to their simplest
form and text acting as a dialogue, will structure an engagement where that installation shares
its space and time with the viewer. The audience will circumnavigate the work in a combined
process of walking and reading, bringing back the theoretical writings of Michael de Certeau.
An overall established situation between beholder and the intimacy of presence, absence and
distance within an actual space.
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Figures 17- 18.

Dan Fardell: Installation proposal drawings (2017)
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Figures 19.

Dan Fardell: Installation proposal drawings (2017)
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